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According to Bourbaki [1, pp. 62-63, Exercise 11], a left (resp. right) ^-module Mis
said to be pseudo-coherent if every finitely generated submodule of M is finitely presented,
and is said to be coherent if it is both pseudo-coherent and finitely generated. This Bourbaki
reference contains various results on pseudo-coherent and coherent modules. Then, in [1,
p. 63, Exercise 12], a ring which as a left (resp. right) module over itself is coherent is said to
be a left (resp. right) coherent ring, and various results on and examples of coherent rings
are presented. The result stated in [1, p. 63, Exercise 12a] is a basic theorem of [2] and first
appeared there. A variety of results on and examples of coherent rings and modules are
presented in [3].

In this note, all rings contain an identity, all modules are unitary, and all ring homo-
morphisms " preserve " identities. If the underlying ring is non-commutative, all definitions
and results will be given for the left side; the " right side " case will be immediate.

The first results presented here concern a ring A with an ideal / which as a left ideal is
finitely generated and an A/I -module M. They are used to derive necessary and sufficient
coherence conditions on Aft and /for A to be left coherent. This theorem is used to show that
the direct product of finitely many left coherent rings is left coherent and another application
of this theorem is sketched.

A result of [3] states that, if S is a multiplicative system in the commutative coherent
ring A, then As must also be coherent. Here we show that, if every localization at a maximal
ideal of a semi-local ring is coherent, then A is also coherent. Then an example of a com-
mutative non-coherent ring is given whose localization at any maximal ideal is noetherian
and hence coherent. Finally, some results on coherent modules over commutative rings are
presented.

LEMMA 1. Let A be a ring, let I be a two-sided ideal of A which is finitely generated as a
left ideal, and let M be a finitely generated left A)I-module. Then M is a finitely presented left

p

A-module under pull back along the canonical ring homomorphism A -* All if and only if M is
a finitely presented left A/I-module.

Proof. Suppose that M= £ (/I//)™,; hence we obtain an exact sequence of left
A/I -modules: i = 1

where 71(0!+/, ...,an + I)= £(tfi+/)Wj. We have also the exact sequences of left A-
modules i = 1

0 -+F-+ A" ^{All)n-*Q,
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where <x(alt ..., an) = (aL + I, ..., an+I) and
k nx

0-»L-*/4"-»M-»0.

Thus we get the commutative diagram

0 0
•I id I

0->/"-» /" -*0
Ik 1 us 4

0-+L-> A" -> M -+ 0
I l • I i d

4- h I n 4-

1 I 1
0 0 0

where id always denotes the identity map. Viewing M, (A/1)" and AT as /4-modules by pull back
p

along A -* A/I, we see that all maps are obviously /4-homomorphisms of left /4-modules.
Moreover, all rows and columns are exact. If M is a finitely presented left z4//-module, then
AT is a finitely generated left A/I -module and hence a finitely generated left /4-module. Since
I" is a finitely generated left /4-module, the exactness of the first column implies that L is a
finitely generated left /4-module, whence M is a finitely presented left /4-module. Conversely,
if M is a finitely presented left /4-module, then L and hence K are finitely generated left A-
modules. Thus AT is a finitely generated left A/I -module and so M is a finitely presented left
A/I -module.

COROLLARY 1.1. If I is a two-sided ideal in the ring A such that I is finitely generated as
a left ideal, and if M is a left A/I -module, then M is a pseudo-coherent (resp. coherent) left
A/1 -module if and only if M is a pseudo-coherent {resp. coherent) left A-module under pull

p

back along the canonical ring homomorphism A -* A/I.

THEOREM 2. If A is a ring with a two-sided ideal I which is finitely generated as a left ideal,
then A is left coherent when and only when A/I is a left coherent ring and I is a coherent left
A-module.

p

Proof. Consider the exact sequence of left /4-modules: 0 -•/->/4->/4//-»0. If A is
a coherent ring, then / is a left coherent module and A/I is a left coherent /4-module by
Exercise l la on p. 62 of [1]. Consequently A/I is a left coherent ring. For the converse, if
A/I is a left coherent ring, then A/I is a left coherent /4-module. Assuming that / is a left
coherent /4-module we conclude that A is a left coherent ring by Exercise l la on p. 62 of [1].

COROLLARY 2.1. Let {At | 1 ̂  i ^ n} be a finite set of left coherent rings; then the product
n

ring R= Y[ At is also left coherent.
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Proof. By induction it suffices to treat the case in which n = 2. Let at = {(a, 0) | aeA{}
and a2 = {(0, P) | /? e A2}. Now A t left coherent implies that a! is a left coherent R/a2 -module.
Hence a1 is a left coherent i?-module. But R/dt s A2 is a left coherent ring and thus R is
left coherent.

By the same method, it is easily seen that, if A is a commutative coherent ring with coherent
module M, then the ring A* = A@M, where (a, m){a', m') = (ad, a'm+am') is also a com-
mutative coherent ring.

COROLLARY 2.2. Let A be a commutative (quasi) semi-local ring with maximal ideals
m(l), w(2) m(n) such that each localization Am(i) at m(i)for 1 ̂  / S n is coherent; then A
must itself be coherent.

n

Proof. Since the product ring Yi -̂ m(i) is coherent and is a faithfully flat ,4-module by

Proposition 10 on p. I l l of [1], we conclude that A is coherent by means of Corollary 2.1
of [3].

However, the assumption that the number of maximal ideals is finite is essential for

THEOREM 3. There exists a commutative ring A which is not coherent such that, for each
maximal ideal m of A, the localization Am at m is noetherian and consequently coherent. {Each
Am may even be an integral domain.)

Proof. We utilize the results of [4]. Accordingly, let {Rx} be a set of noetherian local
rings which contain a common field K (for example the Rxs may be power series rings
^CW])- Let A be an infinite set for which there is a map <p onto the set {Rx} and let B be
another infinite set. Let C = A x B and let fi be the set of functions defined on the disjoint
union A\J C such that if a e A then f(a) e </>(a), and if c e C then /(c) e K. Let M be the subset
of Q consisting of those/such that/(c) = 0 for every ce C,f(a) = 0 for all but a finite number
of elements a of A, and/(a) is in the maximal ideal of (f>(a) for every a e A. Let K* be the subset
of Q consisting of those/such that/(a) = 0 for all a eA and/(c) = 0 for all but a finite number
of elements ceC. Elements k e K are identified with elements fe Q. such that f(x) = k for
every XSAKJC. For each aeA let ea denote the element of O. such that ea{x) = 1 if
x e {a} u ({a} x B) and zero otherwise, and for each c e C let ec denote the element of Q such
that ec(x) = 1 if x = c and zero otherwise. Finally, let T denote the commutative subring of
Q generated by M, K*, K and the Kea. Then, as shown by Nagata in [4], T = K+K* + M
+ Y,Kea and is such that the total quotient ring of T is T itself; also the localization Tm of Tat
any maximal ideal m is isomorphic either to K or to one of the Rx, and for each Rx there is a
maximal ideal m(X) of Tsuch that Tm(X) s Rx. Thus it suffices to show that T is not coherent.
In fact, let a'eA be some fixed element of A and let / ieMbe such that fi(a') 4= 0 but fi(x) = 0
for all x =t= a'; then we will complete the proof by showing that c = ann (/*) = {fe T\f/x = 0}
is a non-infinitely generated ideal of T. N o w / = fc + /c:*+w+£/rfleflec (ka = 0 except for a
finite number of as A) when and only when

f(a')n(a') = kfi(a') + m(a')Ka') + kMa') = 0.
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But k + ka. 4=0 implies that pi(a')eN^a^n(at), where ^ ( f l > ) is the maximal ideal of <f>(a');
this cannot occur. Hence

/= £
if and only if ka. = —k and m(a')n(a') = 0, and we conclude that

c = K(l-ea

a&a
where M' = {msM \ m(a')n(a') = 0}. Assume that c = ann (p) is generated as an ideal by a
finite set {tu ..., ?r}; therefore c is certainly generated by {\—ea., tu ..., tr), where we may
assume that s

where a(j) + a' and m|eM'. Since {k*,..., k*} has only finite support, c must vanish on all
but a finite subset of {a'} x B; but c 2 A'*, which gives the desired contradiction.

We conclude with some results on coherent modules over commutative rings.

THEOREM 4. If a commutative ring A has a faithful coherent module M, then A must be
coherent.

n n

Proof. Let M = £ am^ then the mapping/: A -» \\ (Ami) defined by/(a) = (amit...,
i = l i = l

n

amn) is an ^-homomorphism of ^-modules, which is an injection. But Y[ i^md IS t n e direct
i = i

sum of the coherent modules (Am?) for 1 ^ i ^ n, and hence by Exercise l ie on p. 62 of [1] is
coherent. Thus A is a coherent ring.

COROLLARY 4.1. If M is a coherent module over the commutative ring A, then

(0: M)= {aeA \ aM = (0)}

is a finitely generated ideal of A and A/(0 : M) is a coherent ring.

n

Proof. Let M = £ Amt and consider the ^-homomorphism of ^-modules f:A-*M",
i=l

where f(a) = (am,,.. . , amn). Since M" is a coherent /4-module, we conclude that ker( /)
= (0 : M) is a finitely generated ideal. Finally, M is a coherent faithful ^4/(0 : M) -module.
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